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•    Total Tattoo has one of the best reputations 
     in the business - respected by tattooists and 
     tattoo fans alike.

•    Advertising in Total Tattoo is great value for 
     money. An advert can pay for itself many times 
     over with the extra business it brings in.

•    Most copies of Total Tattoo are read by more 
     than one person - passed around amongst 
     friends or in tattoo studios etc.

BOOST 
YOUR

BUSINESS
with Total Tattoo

Tens of thousands of people
read Total Tattoo worldwide.

Why not tell them about 
your product, service, 

studio or website.

Call Jill on 01787 242100 
or e-mail advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

Ask for our media card – you’ll be amazed at how

reasonable our rates are. We can discuss your 

requirements with you, and we will work out the

best price deal to suit you too.  We can even 

design and create your

advert for you, at

very little extra cost.

You’re holding a copy of Total Tattoo

in your hand so you know the quality

and passion that goes into it.  

The same quality and passion goes into

the service that we offer our

advertisers.

Please note that we are unable to accept adverts for tattoo supplies – machines, needles, inks, etc.  
However, we are happy to accept adverts for auxiliary products such as hygiene equipment 

and studio furniture. Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information or advice on this. 

Editor James Sandercock
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

Art Director Perry Rule
artwork@totaltattoo.co.uk

 Advertising Manager Jill Feldt
advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk

Contributors

Neil & Kate Dalleywater • Ray & Hayley Holroyd
Tina Korhonen • Travellin’ Mick • Mel Noir • Al Overdrive

All correspondence should be sent to

Total Tattoo Magazine 
PO Box 10038

Sudbury, Suffolk, C010 7WL, UK

DisclAiMER

Adverts and articles appearing in Total Tattoo magazine carry no implied recommendation 
from the magazine or from KMT Publishing ltd. We reserve the right to refuse an 

advertisement or article which we consider unsuitable. 
All details are correct at time of going to press.

Whilst we make every effort to ensure all advertisements, articles and credits are correct, 
Total Tattoo magazine and KMT Publishing ltd will not be held responsible for errors or omissions.

Material appearing in Total Tattoo may not be reproduced for any purpose 
without the written permission of KMT Publishing ltd. 

All letters sent to Total Tattoo magazine will be treated as unconditionally assigned for publication 
and copyright purposes and as such are subject to editing and editorial comment. 

                                                                                   
Total Tattoo magazine No. 105 July 2013

Published monthly by KMT Publishing ltd. All rights reserved.
Printed in England on re-cycled paper by Buxton Press

Distributed by Warners Group Publications Plc

Competition Terms and Conditions

All winners will be picked at random (or on merit if applicable) after the closing date.
Entries received after the closing date will not be considered. The editor’s decision is final.

Only one entry per person please, and remember to include your name and address.
Winners of convention tickets will be responsible for their own transport and accommodation

unless stated otherwise. 
Total Tattoo is not responsible for items lost or damaged in 

transit – though of course we will try to help, if we can.

SUBMITTING PHOTOS
We love to see the tattoos you do and the tattoos you

wear.  The images must be high resolution (at least 300 dpi)

and sized at least 100mm by 150mm. You can send your

photos on a disc to

Gallery, Total Tattoo, PO Box 10038,

Sudbury, Suffolk, C010 7WL, UK
The disc must be labelled with the artist & studio name.

Or you can email your photos to

gallery@totaltattoo.co.uk
Don’t forget to include the artist & studio name in the email.

Please don’t send photos to any of our other email

addresses. Bear in mind that we receive hundreds of photos

each week and not all them will make it into the magazine. 

Advertising & general enquiries

01787 242100
Subscription enquiries

0800 917 8794
totaltattoo@warnersgroup.co.uk

To find your nearest stockist call

01778 391150
or e-mail your postcode to 

vickyb@warnersgroup.co.uk
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There is a lot of noise around tattooing at the

moment: a lot of people talking about it, a lot

of people promoting it, posting, tweeting and

blogging about it, not forgetting publishing

books and magazines about it, of course. So

much noise – and so many people struggling

to be heard.

But… is anybody really listening? I know

there are plenty of people taking notice, and

there is certainly plenty of reaction, but that’s

the very thing that’s making me wonder

whether anyone really is taking the time to

listen to what other people are saying. It

seems to me that a lot of folk are formulating

their responses before they’ve really thought

about what the other person means, and

maybe even before they’ve finished saying it.

Today’s culture of super-fast communication

certainly seems to encourage an immediate

response to everything. These days, if I send a

text I expect one back right away, and

whenever I receive any kind of message I have

an all-consuming urge to reply to it as soon as

is humanly possible. Admittedly I very rarely

deal in any information that needs to be

handled in this hyper-urgent manner, but it’s a

habit that has now seeped into all modes of

communication – even those that are

supposedly more considered.

I started to realise this when I was listening

to, and transcribing, some of my recent artist

interviews. I don’t even want to think about

the number of times I’ve been pleasantly

transported back to the time and place of the

interview... fascinated with what the tattooist

is saying... and then, just as it gets really

interesting, in comes my foghorn of a voice

riding roughshod over them, telling them

what I think about the subject. OK, most of

the time it’s just my genuine enthusiasm – and

my desire to be part of the conversation –

but the truth is that I’m there to listen. We

can chat later.

I believe that listening is a skill that we are

losing as life gets faster and faster.

In many respects it is the key that unlocks

communication, because without it there can

be no real understanding. Finishing someone’s

sentence, for instance, doesn’t mean you knew

what they were going to say; it means you will

never know, because you were not really

listening. It’s a guaranteed way to stop an

original thought in its tracks and it devalues

what the other person was trying to say in the

first place.

Within tattooing, the ability to listen to the

customer – really listen – is a skill that has

always been hugely appreciated. As custom

work becomes more prevalent, it’s an

increasingly necessary attribute for artists to

possess. In fact many artists will say that you

cannot create a tattoo without it, and they will

also say that it’s a skill they are trying

constantly to refine. They need to be able to

understand their clients if they are going to

create a unique piece of art just for them.

So how do we filter all the noise that

surrounds us 24/7? How do we make sure

that we are listened to, and not just heard?

How do we make sure we understand what is

being said, and are not just filing away useless

information, taking it as the gospel truth when

it’s just the opinion of he who shouts the

loudest? I don’t know – but perhaps it might

help if we asked, “Do I really want to listen to

this?”

Until next month

James

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk

www.totaltattoo.co.uk

www.facebook.com/totaltattoomagazine

John Wayne

“You're short 

on ears and 

long on mouth.

”
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Book RevieW
The Art of The Leu Family
By Aia Leu

Publisher: Seed Press

Price: £40.00

There is one thing I have to get straight

before we move any further into this

review: The Art of the Leu Family is not a

tattoo book. You won’t find page after page

of either Filip’s work or the work of his

father Felix. It is certainly not a

retrospective of their tattoo careers, and in

fact it barely makes any visual reference to

this side of the family’s creative output

(though of course it would be impossible to

tell the Leu story without any mention of it

all). What this book is, on the other hand, is

a record of a remarkable family whose

dedication to creative freedom has already

spanned four generations.

Compiled by Aia Leu (the youngest daughter
of Loretta and Felix), this book was
obviously a labour of love and it includes a
short but fascinating history of the family,
telling of the sacrifices that have been made
over the years, and the rewards that have
been reaped.

From landscapes to surreal psychedelic
visions, abstract watercolours to kinetic
sculptures, portraits of tattoo legends to
digital manipulations, the Leu family has left its
mark and will doubtless continue to do so. 

Art is, by definition, a deeply personal and
subjective thing, so recommending this book
to you is rather different to reviewing a
book of more obvious universal appeal.
Although The Art of The Leu Family could
prove to be far more challenging, if you do
decide to spend time with it, and embrace it,
the rewards could be greater still.
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Win tickets to
Cardiff Tattoo 
and Toy Convention

As the irrepressible Mr Chris Jones of

Physical Graffiti fame continues his quest

for world domination, the question has

to be asked: Where do you go after an

appearance on Channel 4’s Come Dine

With Me? Maybe put on a tattoo

convention? Now if it was just a tattoo

convention that might be a bit on the

conservative side… but combine it with

toys and, hey presto, you have something

suitably different. 

For the details, check out

www.cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk 

It all takes place on Saturday 20th and

Sunday 21st July at the rather swanky

Mercure Cardiff Holland House Hotel 

& Spa and Chris has been kind enough

to let us have three weekend passes to

give away. If you fancy a bit of plastic

fantastic with your ink, then this is the

show for you. Drop us a line at

competitions@totaltattoo.co.uk 

if you’d like to be in with a chance of

winning a ticket. Put Toys as your 

subject line and make sure your entry 

is with us by 30th June. (See terms and

conditions on page 5.)
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Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in here. 
Send us your news items, books or products for review and items of general curiosity and intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.
News Flash, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL.
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win goodie bags from
Mama’s Gun Co

Ola Paprocka founded Mama’s Gun Co

(www.mamasgun.com) in 2008 after

several years of active involvement in

the London tattoo scene – with a

passion for photography and the aim of

uniting “tattooing and fashion in perfect

harmony”. Driven by the desire to

create a platform for genuine artists

and collectors, she commissioned

world-class tattooists to create iconic

artwork epitomising a modern take on

traditional tattooing and this year

the company will be extending its

reach to a whole new audience

through its publishing activities and

exhibitions. To celebrate, Ola has put

together a super-stylish Mama’s Gun

goody bag for two lucky readers to

win. Just let us know why you

should be one of those winners!

E-mail your entry to

competitions@totaltattoo.co.uk

with subject line ‘Mama’s Gun’.

Entries must be in by 30th June and

don’t forget to tell us your size.

Book Review
osen: The Horiyoshi iii
Collection
By Matti Senju Sedholm Horimatsu 

and Alex kofuu Reinke Horikitsune 

Publisher: kofuu-Senju Publications

Price: £150.00

Available from:

www.gentlemanstattooflash.co.uk

Until recently, Japanese artist Osen remained quite

a mystery. Born around 1910, during his life he

produced hundreds of wonderful drawings and

paintings to be used by the Japanese tattoo

masters: Irezumi (Japanese tattoo art) with Kabuki

(Japanese theatre) as a major influence.

Osen learned Irezumi from Horiyoshi I. Very little

of this tattoo master’s work survives, but a

notable example is to be found on the back of

Horiyoshi III (and Osen’s sketches for this piece

can be found amongst the collection here). Put

simply, Osen was the artist who created many of

great traditional Irezumi designs that continue to

inspire and amaze tattooers the world over today.

This book is a respectful record of his life’s work.

The book itself is a high quality production.

Measuring 240mm wide by 350mm tall and 25mm

thick, it features a matt board cover with gold foil

block Kanji. It contains more than one hundred

pages of original designs, from bold and sketchy

crude compositions to brightly refined genre

paintings, many of them reproduced full-page. 

The two authors, plus Horiyoshi III himself, have

written short passages on their response to the

discovery of Osen’s work. In his segment of text,

Alex Reinke writes: “I have had the great pleasure

of keeping Osen’s art close to my eyes and have

been taken by Osen’s backgrounds – so

full of innovative ideas, they have changed

and benefitted my work tremendously.”

Osen’s grandchild kindly gave Horiyoshi

III the entire collection of work for his

Yokohama Tattoo Museum. This book

represents a rare opportunity to own

and study some of the artistic origins of

modern Japanese tattooing, direct from

the source. With a limited print run of

only 600 copies, my advice is that you had

better be quick!
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Six of the best…
Everybody loves a good t-shirt and tattooists have been producing

some of the best for as long as I care to remember – usually very

cool, and usually limited to one production run. Here are six to be 

seen in (now that the sun has decided to show its face!) so why go

sports casual when you can stand out from the crowd? Contact the

artist to get hold of one before they’re snapped up….
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Win Tickets to 
Custom Carnage

2013 seems to be the year when

people are mixing it up a bit, and the

organisers of Ink & Iron are having a

crack of that particular whip too. On

13th and 14th July, at Stoneleigh Park in

Warwickshire, they are bringing you

Custom Carnage. It’s a weekend affair

with stacks going on, and you can even

camp overnight. For full details and

updates, including how to book 

accommodation etc, check out

www.customcarnageuk.com

The good news is we have three

sets of weekend passes to give away

(not including accommodation), so 

if you’re feeling the custom vibe and

would like to be in with a chance of

winning, just let us know. E-mail

competitions@totaltattooc.o.uk

with the the subject line ‘Carnage’.

All entries need to be in by 30th

June. (See terms and conditions 

on page 5.)
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LINKYS
Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide
range of tattoo snippets for you to enjoy. If you know of a good
Linky that you think our readers would like, drop us a line to
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as your subject.

When love goes skin deep (tattoo by Otto)

www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0G5oASvVXM

Myke Chambers: LeMat Revolver

www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=DAZngm3mzDI

Lucky Diamond Rich: Watch this man turn blue

https://vimeo.com/64643323

FRANK151 interviews Daniel Albrigo

https://vimeo.com/63604746

Is this the best tattoo machine tattoo ever?

www.youtube.com/watch?v=IuIFROYtaDI

SHOP TALK
Opened a new studio? Got a guest artist? Do you have
a job vacancy? This is the place to spread the word! 
E-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting ‘Shop Talk’ as
the subject. Please note we do not print ‘jobs wanted’
adverts. Items may be edited for clarity and length.

Laura Evans Tattoo is delighted to be moving to a gorgeous

new salon in Weavering St, Bearsted, Maidstone, Kent, ME14 5JN.

A non-intimidating and friendly atmosphere welcomes you as always,

with all designs discussed to make the perfect everlasting tattoo, and

we now stock UV ink! Come and visit, join our facebook group or

give us a call. Tel 07932 680298. E-mail inkgirlflor@googlemail.com

Julia Seizure would like to let her customers know that she has

now moved to Skunx Tattoo, 11 Chapel Market, Angel, London, UK,

N1 9EZ. Phone: 0207 278 6960. Anybody needing any work

completing should contact her there.

Tattooist wanted at our well established studio in Tunbridge

Wells, Kent. Preferably a black and grey artist that must have a

minimum of 4 years experience and no drink, drug or attitude

problems. This is not an apprenticeship. This is a part-time position

to go onto full-time. Applicants must have a solid portfolio. Please

contact Colin: 01892 522275 or foolsgold-tattoo@hotmail.com

Couleys are pleased to announce that they now have a stunning

new studio: Couleys Tattoo Studio,  Arch 7, Westgate Road,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, NE1 1SA. Phone 0191 261 1809. They look

forward to welcoming customers old and new.

Receptionist/piercer wanted for New Found Glory Tattoos.

Must have knowledge and experience in full body piercing. Excellent

people skills are a must, and you will fit into our friendly easy going

studio. Please send your CV to loveinksg@googlemail.com

Shaun Gillhaney is pleased to announce the opening of a second

studio, Fleur de Lis Tattoos, located in the heart of Glasgow City

Centre at 52 St Enoch Square, G1 4AA. Multi award winning artist.

Custom and flash. Open 7 days from 10am to 5.30pm. Phone us

on 0141 328 0701, e-mail fleurdelistattoos@gmail.com or find us on

www.facebook.com/fleurdelistattoos

Congratulations
On May 4th in

Friedrichshafen, on the

shores of Lake Constance 

in Germany, our very own

Travellin' Mick made an

honest woman of Sanaxxx

and tied the knot.  We

would like to wish them

every happiness as they

continue to roam the planet,

recording and representing

tattooing, two of the very

best ambassadors of the art.



UK
CONVENTIONS

June 9

Reading Tattoo Show
Rivermead Leisure Centre, 
Reading, Berkshire
www.readingtattooshow.co.uk

June 21-24

Inkfest Tattoo & 
Alternative Music Festival
Sand Bay Leisure Resort 
Weston-Super-Mare, Somerset, BS22 9UR
www.inkfest.co.uk

June 22-23

Ink for Heroes Tattoo
Convention
York Racecourse, York, YO23 1EX
inkforheroes@hotmail.co.uk
www.inkforheroes.co.uk

June 22-23

4th Essex Tattoo Expo
The Weston Homes Community Stadium 
United Way, Colchester, Essex CO4 5UP
info: 01621 842443
essextattooexpo@live.co.uk
www.essextattooexpo.co.uk

July 13-14 

Custom Carnage
Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire
www.customcarnageuk.com

July 20-21 

Cardiff Tattoo & Toy
Convention
Mercure Cardiff Holland House Hotel &
Spa, 24-26 Newport Rd, Cardiff, CF24
info: 07804 100470
info@cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk
www.cardifftattooandtoycon.co.uk

July 20-21 

Milton Keynes Tattoo
Convention
Kentshill Park Training and 
Conference Centre
Swallow House, Timbold Drive, Kents Hill
Milton Keynes MK7 6BZ
info: 01908 358055
info@mktattooconvention.co.uk
www.mktattooconvention.co.uk

July 27-28

International Portsmouth
Tattoo Convention

The Portsmouth Guildhall, Portsmouth,

Hampshire

www.portsmouthtattooconvention.com

August 2-4

Maiden City Tattoo
Convention
Millennium Forum Conference Centre

New Market Street, Derry City, 

Northern Ireland

info: Zac, 02871 363076

maidencityink@aol.com

August 10-11

Tattoo Royale
Cheltenham Racecourse,

Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL50 4SH

info: 01242 830865

email: enquiries@tattooroyale.co.uk

www.tattooroyale.co.uk

August 17-18

The Dundee Tattoo
Convention
University of Abertay Union, 1-3 Bell St,

Dundee

www.dundeetattooconvention.co.uk

September 1

Teesside Charity Tattoo
Convention
Thornaby Aerodrome Club

Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 6PA

www.facebook.com/TeessideCharityTattoo

Convention2013

September 27-29

London Tattoo Convention
Tobacco Dock, Porters Walk, 

London, E1W 2SF

www.thelondontattooconvention.com

November 2-3

Halloween Tattoo Bash
The Coal Exchange

Mount Stuart Square, Cardiff 

www.halloweentattoobash.co.uk

November 16 - 17

East Coast Tattoo Expo
Highfield Holiday Park, London Road,

Clacton-On-Sea, Essex, CO16 9QY

www.eastcoastexpo.co.uk

OVERSEAS
CONVENTIONS

June 8-9

Inkfest
Krakow, Poland
www.tattoofest.pl
www.facebook.com/tattoofest

June 21-23 

Transilvania Tattoo Expo
Sibiu, Romania
www.tattooexpo.ro

August 30-September 1

Lake Tahoe Tattoo
Convention
Montbleu Casino, Resort Convention
Centre, 55 U.S. 50, Stateline, NV 89449, USA
www.laketahoetattooconvention.com
www.tahoetattoo.com

September 21-22

Galaway Tattoo Show
Radisson Hotel, Galway, Ireland
email: galwaytattooshow@gmail.com
www.galwaytattooshow.com

September 27-29

Surf ‘n’ Ink Tattoo Festival
RNA Showground’s Royal International
Convention Centre, 600 Gregory Terrace 
Bowen Hills, Brisbane, Australia
www.tattoosurfnink.com

October 5-6

13. Int. Tattoo Convention
St. Gallen, 
Fürstenlandsaal, 9200 Gossau
Switzerland
www.tattoo-convention-sg.ch

November 3

Tattoo Sunday
Studio Hall, Boogschutterslaan 41
Sint Kruis, Brugge, Belgium
www.facebook.com/tattoosundaybrugge

November 8-10

Florence Tattoo Convention
Venue:  Fortezza Da Basso, Firenze, Italy
www.florencetattooconvention.com
Tel: (+39) 328 8250275
e-mail: info@florencetattooconvention.com

Tattoo convention listings on this page are free. Send your details to Convention
Calendar, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL, UK 
or e-mail editor@totaltattoo.co.uk   All details correct at time of going to press.
E&OE.  To find out about our special offers for display adverts, email
advertising@totaltattoo.co.uk
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T
attooed at 14 and tattooing at 16 is not

the norm, but that’s how Shane Tan’s

story began. With a father who was a great

tattoo fan, who had spent time with Singapore’s

tattooing pioneers, the young Shane encountered

no parental objections whatsoever – in fact quite

the opposite. When he came home with his first

tattoo, their main concern was that he look after it

properly. That’s not the reaction I would have got!

This attitude of acceptance gave Shane a

freedom to explore the underground

culture of tattooing that few are able to

experience at that tender age. “I remember 

I was getting tattooed by this really old

school guy who’d been one of the first

tattooists in the country. I got talking with

one of his clients, who was himself a

tattooist, and he just said, ‘Hey Shane, you

look like an artistic guy. Want to learn how

to tattoo?’ I took his number and called him

the next day. He didn’t pick up, and he never

did.” But the seed had been sown. “At the

beginning I needed help from my dad,

because I didn’t have any money. When I

asked him for some cash to buy tattoo

equipment, he just gave me his credit card –

no hesitation. There was never any

resistance from my parents.” Shane’s mum

even got him two big bags of pigskin from

the market to practice on. And so, like many

of the world’s great artists before him, he

set up shop in his bedroom. 

Shane was not surrounded by the traditional

Asian imagery that you might imagine.

Singapore is a young country and, as Shane

puts it, “was already super-modern Western”

by this time. And it’s a country of multiple

cultural identities (with four official

languages: English, Chinese, Malay and Tamil).

“I am not from a country like Japan, for

instance, which has its own language and

where you are surrounded by a definite

culture. My parents were Buddhist and,

although I grew up with my grandmother

telling me the myths and legends, as a

teenager I rebelled against all that.” His

appreciation of traditional imagery was to

come later. His first tattoo inspirations came

from Marvel comics, from Predator and

Alien, from the biomechanics of H.R.Giger.

“Basically I was trying to move away as far 

as I could from my origins.”

Gradually friends found out that Shane had 

a tattoo machine and they would call by. “In

the first few months I just tattooed a few

random kids. It was really basic work, really

badly done. I didn’t know how to make

needles; in fact I didn’t even know how to

put needles into tubes and connect them to

the machine properly.

Interview James Sandercock

Photos Shane Tan



It was just one big mess, but people still

wanted to get tattooed by me because they

were all under age and had no access to

professional studios. I know everything was

wrong, but that was my learning process.

When I go back to Singapore I still see guys

that I tattooed in the very beginning and we

laugh so much.”

After six months of tattooing in his bedroom,

Shane ended up in his first professional studio.

He was still only 16, not even old enough to

legally get a tattoo. “I didn’t tell my customers

my age, or that I was still at school!”

The next step was college. Still not sure whether
tattooing was the life for him, he was studying in
the morning, tattooing in the afternoon, then
going back home in the evening to do more
college work. After three years of this routine, he
got his diploma in graphic design. “I went to
college because I had a point to prove. I wanted to
show people that I could achieve that formal
qualification.” And now Shane had a choice to
make. “I could either tattoo full-time, or I could
pursue another career.” It was time to reflect. 

National Service is still mandatory in Singapore
and this gave Shane the time to consider which
path he really wanted take. “Eventually I decided

that I would continue tattooing. I knew, even
though I enjoyed graphics, that my heart was
really in fine art. So I started to tattoo full-
time and eventually opened my own shop
called Acid Crew, which I ran for two years.”
Shane was still far from the artist we see
today, but he had started to travel and attend
conventions in other countries, and the
realisation that there was so much more out
there was beginning to drive his development.

Although in the very early days Shane had not
been drawn to Japanese imagery, a chance
meeting with the owner of a large piece by
Horiyoshi III made a deep impression on him.
Later, he went to Nicckuhori – Godson of
Horiyoshi III and owner of Galaxy Tattoo in
Singapore – for some guidance. “Nicckuhori
introduced me to a lot of good people. I was
never really his apprentice as such, but he gave
me a lot of advice regarding Japanese
tattooing, and taught me the ‘dos and don’ts’.
That was when I was given the name
Horinaka. `Naka` is the kanji translation of my
Chinese name.”
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“Six years after I’d started to tattoo I knew

that I had to leave Singapore. It turned out to

be a very, very good decision. I gave up my

share in the studio and I just left. I needed to

break out. As a society, Singapore is not so

open; there are too many restrictions. And if

you want to develop creatively you don’t want

anything holding you back.” The very next

month, Shane bought a ticket to Italy, heading

for the Rome convention (even though he

didn’t have any contacts there and spoke not a

single word of Italian). “I moved around for a

little bit, tattooing at a few shops and making

connections. I eventually found a home in

Zurich working with Susan at Ink Tank. It’s a

wonderful environment there and it became a

base for me.”

When Shane first arrived at Ink Tank he was tattooing in a very traditional Japanese way.

The new world of European tattooing was still opening up to him. Strange as it may seem,

he didn’t realise at the time that he had chosen to settle in a country that had, in effect,

become the home of Western-style interpretative Japanese tattooing – as pioneered by

Filip Leu, Sabine Gaffron and of course Mick from Zurich. But it’s plain to see that he has

now fully embraced that, and developed his own unique take on it. “Being in Switzerland

has had an enormous impact on the way my style has developed. I never set out to be like

anybody else, but the influence of these artists cannot be overstated. They created

something new, which I was so drawn to.” Mick in fact came to work at Ink Tank when his

studio was being renovated and this gave Shane an incredible opportunity to work

alongside one of these artists he so admires. “ I was ecstatic having Mick come to tattoo at

Ink Tank. I had met him a couple of times before – we had worked a convention together

and I had been tattooed by him – but nothing beats tattooing alongside an artist like that,

even if it is just for a few weeks. He has been one of my greatest influences. He was so kind

and shared so much with me.”
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Shane has taken all those Japanese elements

and reinterpreted them in his own unique way.

His use of colour is minimal; his backgrounds,

though simple and uncluttered, support the

subject matter perfectly; and his tattoos have a

harmony with the body, never conflicting or

going against its natural contours. “I have tried

to develop my style by remembering the

traditions but at the same time breaking as

many rules as possible. Only slightly though –

there are still many things I would not do. I

like to have a lot of flow in my work; for me,

that is the most important thing, in the

background as well as the foreground. 

Without good flow over the body, I think it’s

hard to appreciate even the best tattoo. 
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I also use a lot of black and a lot of negative space

to create a contrast that is appealing to the eye. I

go as simple as I can, as clear as I can and as bold

as I can…” But, tellingly, he adds, “Trying to

describe my own style is really very difficult!”

Sitting talking with Shane, even for this short time,

is a very grounding experience. Like many artists,

he is very humble and not entirely comfortable

with the idea of being interviewed, feeling that his

work doesn’t deserve to be in the spotlight. I was

interested to find out why. “I just know I can

always do it better. There are so many things that I

keep striving to improve. I have never reached that

level where I feel totally at ease and sure of my

work. I know many other tattooists must feel this

way.” 
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So what is it that keeps driving him

forward? “One word: passion. Passion

drives everything. If you don’t have it, you

won’t go back and do the same thing over

and over again until you eventually get the

result that you want.”

The one thing that Shane was very happy

to be able to put down on permanent

record was his gratitude to all who have

helped him. “I really want to thank my

family for all the support they have given

me. Also my wife Lana, who is the reason

I’m so focused right now – and her family,

for their acceptance. So many people have

shown me kindness and shared their

knowledge. I don’t believe I could have

done any of this by myself. In life you need

a lot of help from other people.” 
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The pace of Shane’s life is beginning to slow down a little now. The desire to work on a larger

scale demands that. He also has other projects in the pipeline that require a slightly more

stable lifestyle – more painting, which he is immersed in at the moment, and perhaps a book.

He is also establishing a base in London at Shall Adore Tattoo Parlour in Shoreditch. He will

be there until August this year, which is great news for fans of his style in the UK (go to

www.shalladoretattoo.com for more details). You can also find Shane on instagram

(username: shane_tan).
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north lakes
tattoo convention

I
t seems fitting that Carlisle, a place of such
historical significance, should be home to an
equally important event on the UK tattoo

calendar: the North Lakes Tattoo Convention.
And, just like Carlisle’s history, this convention
somehow reflects the no-nonsense attitude of
the region’s people and the proximity of the
Scottish border. But these days no defences are
needed against cross-border raids. Visitors are
much more likely to go home with some cracking
new ink rather than cattle, sheep and the odd
maiden!

The North Lakes convention has the feeling of

a family gathering, with people relaxed and

laughing as they move among the stalls –

and shop, get new ink, acquire a new body

piercing, or simply sit and talk tattoos or

watch the world go by. As well as all this, there

were bikes to admire in the car park – which,

incidentally, this year also hosted the spectacle

of human suspensions and (I kid you not!) a

man pulling a motorbike with two hooks in his

back.

As always with North Lakes, the quality of the

artists was phenomenal. The work being

produced and going up in front of the judges

was excellent on both days and I didn’t envy

them the task of having to rank the subtle

black and grey shades of Jason Butcher

(Immortal Ink) against the bright bold style of

Billy Hay (Custom Inc) or the smooth

application of a portrait by Chris Jones

(Physical Graffiti) – and yes, it was from Star

Wars. Both Kate and I returned home proudly

sporting new tattoos, with huge thanks to

Gray Silva of Rampant Ink and Lianne Moule

of Immortal Ink.

Over the years I’ve been involved in many

discussions about the pros and cons of music

at conventions. It really is a Marmite situation:

you either like it or you don't, simple as that.

It’s such a hard thing to get the balance right

for both the working artists and the paying

public. To a certain extent, people need to be

entertained. But some artists (though not all)

like to listen to their machines, and loud

thumping music in the same room interferes

with their tattooing; likewise, many showgoers

like to talk to the artists or catch up with

friends and, again, loud music can get in the

way. The North Lakes convention has no live

music. Some artists play their own tunes at

their station, but this is very much in the

background and nicely complements the

proceedings, adding to the friendly chatty air.

There was some piped music coming over the

speakers but it was not intrusive at all. It’s

surprising how a venue can be filled simply

with the noise of the tattooed multitude just

doing what they do! Personally I can't think of

a nicer sound than fifty or so tattoo machines

buzzing away in perfect harmony. And, as the

North Lakes show guide states, the artists are

the entertainment. Enough said. 

Words and Photos by Kate and Neil Dalleywater

1.

2.

1. ross by gray silva, rampant ink

2. craig by jason butcher, 

immortal ink

3. bez from triplesix working

4. paul by bez, triplesix studios

5. adam by martin couley, 

couley’s tattoo studio

6. gill by charissa gregson, 

jolie rouge

7. martin by mike stockings, 

legacy ink

8. john by hazel nicholls, design 4 life



If you have even a passing interest in the history of tattoos and tattooing, both Jimmie Skuse

from the famed Bristol Tattoo Club and Rambo from the Manchester Tattoo Museum made the

trip to Carlisle and both brought very impressive historical collections with them for folk to see.

Looking at these artefacts from a bygone era, it's amazing to see how far tattooing has

progressed in just a few short years. It was also good to see the swapping and selling of old

machines amongst a few avid collectors.

Wandering amongst the booths, I came across a couple of new artists that I'd not heard of

before who made me stand back and nod my head, sage-like, with approval. Mike Stockings and

his wing man from Legacy Ink were both working their first ever show and I have to say the

quality of their work, the smooth lines and their individual twist on traditional/new school

tattoos were very impressive indeed. I reckon both these guys will go a long way now that

they’ve got a foot in the door of the conventoin scene. Next to them was the lovely Danielle

Rose from Inkredible Kreations. Again 'nowt but a whippersnapper' on the scene, but forging a

real strong following for her clean and colourful style of tattooing.

3.

4.

5. 6.

7.

8.
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Markus Korling from Funny Farm in Sweden is

a North Lakes stalwart and it would have

been odd not to have seen him working away

behind his impressive beard, putting on equally

spectacular tattoos. Triplesix were represented

by the wonderful Bez and Pixie, the latter

producing some amazing black and grey work

in the shape of a skull on a chap’s thigh. These

two guys always pull in a crowd – but the

same could be said of all the booths at the

show, such was the calibre of the artists

working. It’s very hard to get a place at North

Lakes, but the unique thing about this show is

that once you’re in, you have that place for life.

It really almost takes a death for a booth to

become available, such is the demand for

working space here.

As always, there was reasonably priced food

available both inside and out. There were also

two well stocked bars that I am pleased to say

included real ales and cider at show-special

prices (this cut-price lubrication certainly

helping things to tick along nicely on both

days).

And this convention also has some of the best

public announcements you will ever hear. Dry,

to the point, and often funny as hell, they put a

smile on many a face, including mine. That guy

should be on the stage.

All too soon it was Sunday and, with the prize

giving done, and it was time to head home. It

had been another thoroughly enjoyable

convention, two days spent in the company of

like-minded people, with great tattoos and

great tattooists. And I know I’m not the only

one who thinks that the North Lakes Tattoo

Convention is one of the best small shows in

the UK. But don't take my word for it. Come

and experience the fun and the amazing tattoo

work for yourself next year. I'll be there, for

certain.

9. 10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
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16. 17.

18.

19.

9. sophie by rodrigo souto, black garden tattoo

10 rodrigo tattooing sophie

11. luke by matt hunt, modern body art

12. clanky by cesar mesquita, black garden tattoo

13. suspension towing!

14. brad by callum dawson, saz’s tattoo fusion

15. stuart by billy hay, custom inc

16. chris by chris jones, physical graffiti

17. steve by richard pinch, richard’s tattoo studio

18. amy by helen brown, gung ho!

19. vincent café racer
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20.

22.

23.

21.

20. chris by richie oteck, 

power custom

21. jim by dan stone, electric buddha

22. katie by jj, awake.arise studio

23. joni by lisa toye, 

maneki neko tattoo

24. statue of hughie mcilmoyle

carlisle football legend

25. phil by bez,  triplesix studios

26. martin by danielle ross, 

inkredible kreations

27. jo by kosa rychlikowski (poland)

28. david by scott robinson, 

seven sins

29. stan by paul saunders, 

voodoo tattoo

30. ali by billy hay, custom inc
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And the winners are...

Best of day Saturday

Katie by JJ Jackson, Awake.Arise Studio

Small colour male

Martin by Mike Stockings, Legacy Ink

Small colour female 

Amy by Helen Brown, Gung Ho!

Large colour male

Martin by Billy Hay, Custom Inc

Large colour female

Vicky by Mr Greg, Mr Greg Tattoos

Small black and grey male

Mark by Endre, TattooEnd

Small black and grey female

Jayne by Sile Sanda, Rock ‘n’ Roll Tattoo

Large black and grey male

Craig by Jason Butcher, Immortal Ink

Large black and grey female

Helen by Spacey, Bizarre Ink

Tribal

Martin by Ema Sweeney, Custom Inc

Best of day Sunday

Ali by Billy Hay, Custom Inc

24.

25. 26.

27.

28.

29.

30.
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I’ll put my hands up – literally – and admit it: 
I have a couple of crappy tattoos. While I’ve
been tattooed by some of the best artists in the
world, there was also a time – way back –
when I had no idea what a good tattoo was. As
a result, I have two upside down band logos on
each wrist. They’re not the most terrible things
you’ve ever seen, but they’re not perfect either.
Laser removal wasn’t something I’d ever
considered for them. In fact I’d never even
thought about cover-ups. Now, however, with
everyone around me going for laser removal,
I’ve been considering the pros and cons a little
further. 

There’s a huge number of places offering laser
tattoo removal. It’s a business that’s constantly
growing, and although it will probably never
catch up with tattooing itself, it will more than
likely keep evolving in the same way. After all,
many tattoo shops now have a laser removal
specialist right there on the premises. Personally,
I think that takes the point away a little. One of
the great things about tattoos is that they’re
permanent – so to have someone in the next
room to your tattooer who can take the tattoo
off makes it all feel like more of a fashion
statement. It’s almost like saying, “yes, you
can get whatever tattoo is in fashion right now,
but don’t worry because you can also get rid of
it when the next fad comes in!” Tattoos
shouldn’t really be about fads and fashions.
Besides, even when they are, they end up cool
eventually. Even the ugliest of 90s barbed wire
armbands are OK in my opinion, because
they’re from a specific time and place that is
recognisable to anyone. 

Second Chance Skin?
Mel Noir ponders permanence

At the same time, I can understand why people
get laser removal. Most of the people I know
are getting it at the moment to make room for
better tattoos. These people all had no idea
what was possible in tattooing when they got
their first ink. Now they’ve seen what’s
available, and they’re getting rid of the smaller
stuff to make room for big sleeves and
backpieces by incredible tattooers. None of
that would be possible without getting rid of
the rubbish tattoos that would otherwise get in
the way. I think it’s pretty cool that we can
destroy older tattoos to make room for
something more beautiful.

Whilst the mainstream media might use the
existence of laser removal to discredit
tattooing, I think it’s a credit to it too. Just
because these people are getting rid of their
tattoos, it doesn’t mean they’re admitting to
any kind of regret about being tattooed. In a lot
of cases it just means they love tattooing so
much they want to make room for bigger and
better pieces, and invest more time and money
into having the most awesome tattoos they
possibly can. It’s not about being remorseful
over a bad decision; it’s about wanting to
commit to tattooing even more than before.
That, in my opinion, can never be a bad thing.
Yes, you can still cover up your ex-lovers’
names, or whatever, but more people are also
choosing to use laser removal in a positive way
– to change their tattoos and end up with a
more beautiful design. And this is something
that could be useful for those of us who want
to have tattoos by the best in the world and
hate the idea of running out of space...

Despite the positive side of laser removal, I
can still see negative aspects. Your tattoos are a
sign of you, at some point in your life. They
represent a place and a time when you thought
that particular tattoo was really cool, and the
idea of erasing that seems strange to me. My
friend Rat always likes to remind me of a
tattoo legend called Dave Ross, who once said
that he will never remove his tattoos because
any time he has to make an important decision
all he has to do is look at his older ink to
remind himself that he can be a bit of a knob
sometimes. I really like this idea, and I also
think that it adds weight to the argument that
your tattoos are decisions you should commit
to. I understand that some people will make
terrible tattoo choices whether or not there is
laser removal available; but the idea that the
tattoos you get are there for life appeals too
much to me. If it means I’ll look at my tattoos
when I’m older and think I’m a knob too, then
that’s fine. 

I don’t know if it’s possible to be some kind of
a purist when it comes to the idea of laser
removal, but I think that’s what I am. At the
same time, it’s truly awesome how we can use
laser removal to our advantage, and it’s cool
that people are then making better decisions
about their tattoos. After paying out all that
money for laser removal, and investing so
much time in it as well, I really hope you don’t
end up missing your old tattoo!

OPINION

It feels as though more and more peoplearound me are considering laser tattoo
removal at the moment. And there are some

very posh-looking places that are obviously
making a lot of money out of it right now. But, at
the same time, more and more people are getting
great quality ink... so how come so many tattoos
are being lasered off? I can’t help but wonder if
this is good for tattooing, or if it takes away the
whole point of it. Is it cool that we have this
back-up option of laser removal, or does it
encourage bad decisions?

30 Total Tattoo Magazine
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Z
oe, tell us a bit about who

you are and what you like

doing. 

I’m 24 and I work as a cocktail waitress at

The Spearmint Rhino Gentlemen’s Club in

London. I’ve been working there for quite a

while and I really enjoy the mix of different

people – from the dancers to the customers.

When you walk though the door there’s

never a boring night.

I love being active and I particularly enjoy the

gym, weight training and boxing, although I do

go through phases of being more dedicated

or less dedicated. Training really helps me

clear my head and focus on the day. Since 

I became a mother three years ago, my

favourite thing by far is spending time doing

anything with my daughter, whether it be

cooking, swimming, going to the beach,

playing in the park...

I have very eclectic tastes in music. When 

I was growing up I listened to bands like

Nirvana and Red Hot Chili Peppers and that

has definitely stayed with me. My gym playlist

is always old school hip hop, and the album I’d

choose for getting ready for a night out to is

Fever to Tell by the Yeah Yeah Yeahs. Jamie T is

also a favourite at the moment.

Where does your love of tattoos

come from?

When I was growing up, my mum and dad

had Harleys and my dad had lots of old

school biker tattoos – eagles, skulls and bike

engines. So my first interest in tattoos came

from him, for sure. But even though my dad

had lots of them and there was a big tattoo

scene at the Harley rallies we went to when 

I was growing up, my mum didn't really want

me to get any ink. 

When I turned 18, I had wings tattooed on

my shoulders. This was a very spur of the

moment decision. Later I went to Into You in

Brighton and got a flower design covering

most of my back.

After I had my

daughter in 2010, I started

getting tattooed at Magnum

Opus Tattoo, also in Brighton. I

went to see Luci Lou for a swallow

with flowers and ‘Dei Gratia’ (‘By the

Grace of God’ in Latin) written underneath

on the front of my shoulder. I loved it so

much that a couple of weeks later I went

back to see her for a matching one on the

other side. Her work is so pretty and

colourful. I asked her to draw up the phoenix

on my thigh and as soon as I saw the drawing

I adored it. I wanted it to be feminine; my

daughter’s name is Phoenix. 

What came next?

I’d always wanted an old school sleeve and 

I love Adrian Willard’s style of tattooing. 

(He’s also at Magnum Opus.) He’d previously

tattooed a few friends of mine and his work

is amazing. I told him roughly the type of

thing I wanted for my arm, and everything he

drew was spot on. Adrian also did my

knuckles that say ‘Baby Doll’ and a diamond

on my right thumb. I love my finger tattoos

and definitely want more work on my hands. 

How much input do you have in

designing and planning your

tattoos?

Most of my tattoos I plan – but when it

comes to my arm, Adrian knows exactly the

style I like so I just get him to draw things up

for me and he always gets it right. 

What kind of comments do you get

about your tattoos?

I get all sorts of comments. They’re mostly

positive, and there always seems to be a lot

of interest in where I get the tattoos done

and what they mean. It’s nice. I find that even

people with no tattoos (and who would

never get them) can appreciate them on

someone else. To be truthful, having my

tattoos on show makes me feel much more

confident. Just as some people feel great

about getting a new outfit, I feel the same

about getting a new tattoo: you love

something so much you want other people

to see it to.

Are there other tattooed girls at

Spearmint Rhino?

There are a lot of other tattooed girls at
Spearmint Rhino, both dancers and
waitresses, so I'm definitely not the odd one
out. Many of the girls are from different
countries. Some of the girls are from Russia
and have traditional Russian tattoos, which
are really intriguing; they are very raw and
different to the work you see here.

How does your daughter react to

your tattoos?

My daughter loves my tattoos and is always
pointing out the flowers, birds and hearts on
my arm. Recently she ran into the room with
her arm covered in stickers saying “Look! Just
like mummy!” It was so cute. If or when she
wants to get a tattoo in the future, I’ll take
her there – if she’ll let me and doesn’t think
it’s totally uncool. The only advice I can give is
to go somewhere with a good reputation, and
expect to pay good money for a good tattoo.

What is coming next tattoo-wise?

My next big tattoo is being designed and
drawn up at the moment by Jed Harwood
from Tattoo Workshop in Brighton and it’s
going down the whole of the right side of my
ribs. It's going to be an old school galleon,
framed in a rope with roses, with ‘Have Faith’
written underneath. I can't wait to get it
started.  And by the time this magazine is
printed, Gary Burns from Tattoo Workshop
will have done some work on my hands. He's
hand poking a hot air balloon on my thumb
and some rune symbols on my fingers.

Is there any particular artist you'd

like to tattoo you in the future?

I would love to be tattooed by Angelique
Houtkamp. She has Salon Serpent in
Amsterdam and her work is beautiful. I have a
few of her books. Her tattoos are so fun and
vibrant.

Photography: Tina Korhonen 
(www.tina-k.co.uk)
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In Portfolio we give you an opportunity to

take a closer look at some of the most

talented artists working in tattooing today.

If you would like your work to be

considered, please send images of recent

tattoos, some artwork and a portrait to the

address at the top of the page.

EMA SWEENEY
CUSTOM INC
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Showcasing the art and tattoos of some of the best tattooists working today.

If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to:

Portfolio, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL, UK
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PORTFOLIO
GUIL ZEKRI
REINKARNATION TATTOO 
(GERMANY)
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PORTFOLIO
PAWEL JANKOWZKI
KYNST TATTOO 
(HOLLAND)
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R
oyal Canadian Navy vessels are docked in the harbour

below the famous architectural white sails of Canada

Place, as sailors stream out from ship and submarine to

join family members in celebrating their homecoming: an

astonishingly coincidental real-life metaphor for the

homecoming of Vancouver's tattoo convention, which has sadly

been denied access to the city for four long and frustrating

years. After being forced to host the show in various

surrounding areas in order to prove to the authorities that the

convention is safe and successful, organiser Tim LaJambe

finally managed to cut through the red tape and was granted

permission to move the show into the magnificent heart of the

city, Downtown Vancouver.

5th annual

vancouver
tattoo & culture show

Text: Ray Holroyd • Pictures: Hayley Holroyd

The largest city in the west coast province of

British Columbia,  Vancouver is a

breathtakingly beautiful fusion of forests,

mountains, sea, and reflective glass high-rises.

Yet just over a century ago Vancouver was a

mere two-block collection of buildings.

Originally named after Captain George

Vancouver, an English officer in the Royal Navy

who explored and charted the area in the late

eighteenth century, Vancouver has a rich

maritime culture and an even richer

Indigenous heritage, which in turn creates a

spectacularly unique marriage of ancient art

and modern architecture.

This is perfectly highlighted as you enter the

Canada Place convention centre, to be

greeted by three mesmerising hand-carved

totem poles set against a contemporary

airport-style interior. The Vancouver Tattoo &

Culture Show (formerly known as the

WestCoast Tattoo & Culture Show) is located

in Hall C, with an abundance of clear

directions to get you there. Upon entering the

hall the military-precise planning is apparent

everywhere you look, with an excellently

designed layout that encourages a relaxed flow

of people and no signs of bottlenecks or other

issues. The stage area is at the back, in the

centre, with seating in front and adequate

space around it to accommodate a crowd

without disrupting the foot traffic. Bright and

even lighting throughout the hall is a blessing

for the hard-working tattooists, and also does

justice to the great work on display. Tattoo

washing stations in amongst the booths and

stalls ensure that the pristine bathrooms

remain thoroughly clean all weekend long. 

1. kevin by steve wiebe, 

golden republic

2. veronique by james tex, 

deadly tattoos

1.

2.
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An attached yet separate food hall, decorated

with artwork and customised bikes, allows

everyone to stay fuelled and hydrated without

needing to leave, and with a show like this it's

understandable why nobody wants to miss

anything.

The 2013 line-up is bigger and better than

before, with about 160 artists from all over

Canada and the world. Tattooists include

Japan's prolific tebori artists Horimasa and

Horishin, traditional Polynesian tatau master

Tautu, local British Columbia legend Steve

Moore, Alberta's talented James Tex and Seve

Estevez, Quebec's one-and-only Jay Marceau,

and Vancouver's very own Gastown Tattoo

Parlour and Lotus Land Tattoo crews.

Bulgaria's classically trained graffiti artist

3. jonathan by jay marceau, 

d-markation tattoo (canada)

4. chantel by steve moore (canada)

5. adam by jay marceau, 

d-markation tattoo (canada)

6. steve moore working

7. art exhibition

8. horimasa from japan (tattooing)

9. indigenous art

10. jeff by mitch kirilo, 

gastown tattoo (canada)

11. gabriel by tyler charles, 

sacred art tattoo (canada)

3. 4.

5.

6.
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7.

9. 10.

11.

8.
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Nasimo is also in attendance, painting an enormous and wholly captivating

Indigenous-inspired canvas. Tattoo artists have also been catered for, with

fascinating seminars such as 'Japanese traditional tattooing by hand and the

history of tattoos in Japan' by Horimasa. The retail stalls selling tattoo supplies,

clothing, jewellery and accessories are all neatly allocated to the far aisle, making

it easy for customers to browse in a leisurely fashion without getting in the way

of the tattoo booths. 

The weekend sees the highest quality in entertainment as well, with Saturday

night's headliners being none other than Vancouver's hip-hop superstars Swollen

Members. As the platinum-selling trio blasts through a high-intensity set of their

tight West Coast flavoured alternative rap, the venue is filled with positive energy

and even more happy faces. Other events include the beauty pageants, ranging

from the usual pin-up type to the unusual zombie variety. Sunday's contests are

hosted by East Van Inc's Rocco Di Popolo and run like clockwork, with an array

of impressive tattoos on show. The top three in each category win skateboard

decks with custom-made tattoo machine sculptures mounted on them,

manufactured by the organiser's own shop Trickfactory Customs.

This convention is dedicated to the memory of local tattoo

hero Dave Shore, who opened Dragon Tattoo in 1971 and

also tattooed with Mike Malone in Sailor Jerry's Honolulu

shop. Legends like Ed Hardy and Zeke Owens have all been

guest artists at Dragon Tattoo, and Shore was an unwavering

supporter of the Vancouver convention since day one,

inspiring Tim LaJambe to battle through the stormy weather

and on into blue skies and calm waters.

The ambitious LaJambe comments on the show's countless

trials and tribulations: “Moving into year five we knew that it

was basically our last shot at it financially, and honestly, the

grind was just getting to be too much. So we set ourselves a

12. 13.

14.
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15. 16.

17.

18.

12. nicole by seve estevez, 

howdown tattoo (canada)

13. fernando by horishin, 

capsule tattoo (japan)

14. swollen members

15. canada place, the venue

16. jesse by steve moore (canada)

17. calan by james tex, 

deadly tattoos (canada)

18. gabriel by tyler charles, 

sacred heart tattoo (canada)
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few goals and said if we couldn't get them, then we wouldn't be doing the convention

again. We needed to be in Vancouver at the convention centre and we needed the

support of the artists. We needed them to be behind the show.” He continues, on the

second phase of operations: “Once we got the venue set by showing them our track

record, and they agreed to host us after five years of unreturned phone calls, we asked

Gemma [wife of the late Dave Shore] to help us get some really great artists, and we

hosted the art show organised by Smilin' Dave Allen. This venue and these two people

are the real reason the show is such a great success. And now that we have a world-class

venue, a solid foundation to build on, and the support of some amazing artists, the

convention can only get better!”

Despite its severely troubled past, the convention diligently strove to make continual

improvements based on artist and industry feedback, and it is this persistent thirst for

perfection that has resulted in their incredible victory this year. Congratulations to the

Vancouver Tattoo & Culture Show for becoming a world-class convention, and here's to a

long and prosperous future of smooth seas and good times.

On the final day of the convention it’s impossible not to feel the sadness in the air as the

5,000 convention attendees and 160 artists reluctantly scatter into the sunset for

another year. And the symbolic parallel is completed as, down in the harbour, the Royal

Canadian Navy sailors also board their vessels and depart. 

19.

20.

22. 23.

21.

19. reid by seve estevez, 

showdown tattoo

(canada) 

20. nasimo, live demo

21. nasimo 

finished canvas

22. alyssa by 

joel martin, 

black and blue 

tattoo (canada)

23. awards by 

trickfactory customs
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LET IT BURN
PIN UPSLITTLE CREATURESBACKPIECES



let it burn
kirk sheppard, rain city tattoo (canada)

slick nick, 25 to life (holland)

miss arianna, skinwear (italy)

mauro tampieri, skinwear (italy)



bradley tompkins, 

swansea tattoo company vova mult, angel studio (russia)

andrey barkov, grimmy 3D (russia)

han, king of kings (holland)

patrick mcfarlane,
on the road

lasse sjöroos, 

individual ink 

(finland)



aliz, private tattoo

pin ups

leigh oldcorn, cosmic tattoo

rose price, organic element

robert zyla, michael da bear tattoo



electric linda, attitude tattoo (norway)

joe myler, jmd’s body art (ireland)

pawel lewicki, skin city tattoo (ireland)

khan, kids love ink 

aric taylor (usa)



amy kinsel, modern body art

steve jarvis, 

monki do
paris pierides, 

paris tattoos (usa)

mez love, tattoo boogaloo (usa)

megan hoogland, mecca tattoo (usa)



  

  
josh peacock, legacy ink

pontus jonsson, alternative art (sweden)

bugs, tattoo lounge (usa)

evo, wicked needles

lucky lee nicholls, 

good egg tattoos



ash davies, physical graffiti

glenn blackburn, eds head tattoo bradley tompkins, 

swansea tattoo company

little creatures



nick baxter (usa)

luci lou, angelic hell

károly charlie godó, tatort tattoo (germany)

jesse smith, 

loose screw tattoo (usa)



michal malinowski, skin city tattoo (ireland)
andrey barkov, grimmy 3D (russia)

little andy, style on skin

oleg turyanskiy (russia)

alan aldred, cosmic tattoo



sandra könig, tattoo village (germany)

cesar de cesaro, body garden

chaim machlev, toe loop tattoo (germany)

phil gibbs, stand proud tattoo



backpieces
darcy nutt, chalice tattoo (usa)

romain triptik, henrik tattoo (france)



todo, abt tattoo (usa)

paco dietz, graven image (usa)

béla oláh, pain art tattoo (hungary)

marc, little swastika (germany)



greg orie, dragon tattoo (holland)

kian forreal, authent/ink

(australia)

orge, sake tattoo (greece)



den yakovlev, negative karma (russia)



gege, boris tattoo (hungary)

johan finné, evil twins (sweden) 

sailor bit, ethno tattoo (switzerland) 



piotr cwiek, southmead tattoo

augustine nezumi, gimmelove tattoo (singapore)mikael de poissy, mikael de poissy tatouage
(france)



marvin silva, empire state (usa)

hamdi, tattoo village (germany)

berit uhlhorn, tatau obscur (germany)

sam ricketts, the great western tattoo club
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Interview: Travellin’ Mick • Photos: Travellin’ Mick and Dmitrij Chikai 

D
mitrij Chikai from Novosibirsk is one of the best-known

tattoo artists in Russia today. Widely respected on the

burgeoning Russian scene, this 40-year old Siberian is

also regarded as one of the great masters of realistic tattooing

worldwide and has a particular interest in the global promotion

of traditional Russian iconography in tattoo design. 

Dmitrij, I first met you at the wonderful Siberia Tattoo Convention, which

you co-hosted with Juriy Saigon. What led you to organise this event? 

I wasn’t really one of the organisers – more of an adviser, trying to make suggestions and

recommendations based on my own experience as a participant at numerous tattoo conventions.

Why do I do it? Out of sheer enthusiasm! I want to show everyone the extraordinary levels of

tattooing that our Siberian masters have achieved, the kind of tattooing that people don’t usually

see on the beach or on the city streets. Conventions are also very useful for our developing

artists, who want to produce better and better work. There were no tattoo studios in

Novosibirsk until 1995. Traditionally, tattooing went on only in the army or in prisons. My friend

Juriy Saigon was the first serious tattoo artist in the whole of Siberia.

And now Novosibirsk has a surprising number of really good tattoo artists!

Are you originally from round here?

I was born in the city of Berdsk, in the Novosibirsk region, and I live there still. 
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And is this where you started tattooing?

It can’t have been easy, with nobody to

teach you. 

I was always drawing in school, all the time, during

every class, and I worked in an art workshop for a

short time too. So I knew how to draw, and then

people started asking me for tattoos... so I found

out how to do it with a hand-built machine. One

tattooist showed me the process, and I became

interested and involved. But I had to learn

everything for myself, following my intuition,

analysing, doing it by trial and error. When I first

started tattooing I certainly wasn’t planning on it

becoming my profession.

Do you think it is easier now for young

artists to get started with tattooing,

even in Novosibirsk? 

Yes, for someone who can draw, it’s a lot easier

now to start learning this art. You can buy

everything you need, you can ask for – and

actually get! – advice, and you can work as an

apprentice. Nowadays, there are no problems on

that score in Siberia. 
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When you started, were you scared

people might think you were a

gangster or ex-prisoner? What did

friends and family say? 

I’ve never tried to fight this prejudice. You

either think tattoos are beautiful or you don’t.

The rest is not important. When I started, my

family saw tattooing as my hobby, rather than

a serious occupation. Actually, there were

artists in my family before – photographers

and an oil painter. But fate saw to it that I

wasn’t able to learn from them in person. So

maybe it is genetic after all! 

How did your tattoo career develop? 

When I started in 1996 I only knew Saigon,

and I’ve learned a lot from him. There was no

tattoo scene in Novosibirsk. In the beginning I

often worked at home. After that I rented a

spot at a beauty salon. Two years were enough

for my client base to be formed, and I then

rented a separate space. I’ve always wanted to

create a cosy atmosphere for creative art.

Now I have good clients that are willing to

attend many tattoo sessions, even if they have

to drive from other cities. I have some foreign

clients too, but only a few, because I live kinda

far away from everything. And unfortunately,

because of the language barrier, I don’t have

much contact with foreign artists either.  
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I hear some of your former

apprentices are now amazing artists

themselves... Who are they?

Yes, there are not many of them yet, but I’m

very proud of them! As for who they are –

they’re just ordinary Siberian guys!  

Many of your tattoos have a Russian

theme; they incorporate historical

characters, show Russian wildlife, or

are influenced by Russian patterns

and artforms. Where does your

inspiration come from?   

It was never my goal to create a particular

style. I’ve simply been doing what I like, the

way I like it, taking into account my own

capabilities and my customer’s skin of course. 

I want to create something of my own, in an

imaginative and narrative style. I’m interested

in many artists, both in Russia and abroad, but

there is nobody whose work I particularly

follow. You know, tattooing never used to

generate any kind of admiration in our society,

but today the situation is changing

dramatically. We’re starting to use the motifs

of our Russian land, our historic warriors and

venerated saints, our art and architecture.

We’re also using traditional Russian

ornamental styles, such as Khokhloma (wood

painting) or Gzhel (porcelain decoration). But

it is still too early to call it “Russian tattooing”.

This is a topic that is very important to me,

and it will remain so. We want to elevate these

historical designs and motifs to the highest

level of fine art. 
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A lot of your pieces are large,

elaborate and incredibly detailed.

Can you tell us more about how you

work?

I like to create large-scale tattoos. It takes a

lot of time, but it’s worth it. The most

important thing is to create the right

composition, following the client’s anatomy. I

like to work on details, and I like to work

clean. Freehand drawing on the body helps me

to place the tattoo harmoniously and

correctly. This is crucial! It’s an approach to

tattooing that I have to take. I want to create

full-body tattoos, like a costume. I am not only

interested in a limited area of skin, or an

isolated body part. Many tattooed people have

great single tattoos which do not harmonise

with each other in any holistic sense. This is

not something I like. 

This is an important question for the

wearers of your tattoos, and for

fellow artists too: How do you make

sure all the tiny details you put into

your work will last for many years? 

I’m not saying that all the details in my tattoos

are everlasting. It all depends on the skin type

and the lifestyle of the wearer. Many of the

very detailed tattoos that you see around –

especially those that only use one colour –

tend to look messy and unclear from a

distance. And that’s when they’re newly done!

Just think what will happen when the ink has

settled and faded a little in the future. One

thing is important: In a portrait, details that

might be very sharp at first (hair, eyes, etc) can

fade, tan, or lose the desired clarity, but the

face must still be readable and clear. That’s

about how I see it. Details should not be the

foundation of the whole tattoo! You have to

keep this in mind from the beginning.



Is working at a tattoo convention

problematical for you? I’m thinking

of the time your pieces take and the

concentration that you need. 

I’ve worked at every tattoo convention I’ve

been to – in Berlin, for instance, or in Krakow,

and in Russia – but honestly I don’t really

enjoy it. There are always things that distract

me or get in the way. It’s just not comfortable

enough.  But I very much like the whole tattoo

movement itself, the communication between

artists, the opportunity to observe others.

Conventions and festivals allow you to grow!

They are like holidays to me. I don’t always like

the attitude of the organisers to the judging,

though. It would be better if all the judges

were competent, professional artists

themselves, and their names were announced

in advance. But this is the subjective view of

someone who is competing... not the view of a

convention visitor.  
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Do you enjoy any other artistic

activities?

Although I hardly ever do sketches for tattoos

anymore, I would like to spend more time

painting – with brushes, canvas, oil paints –

because all of that helps me develop my tattoo

skills. And I would like to create some good

quality flash sets. 

And, finally, what about your life

outside tattooing? 

I am married and I have three children. They

are great! I enjoy nature and in the Summer I

love fishing in the Siberian Altai Mountains. We

sometimes travel there on vacation.

Dmitrij Chikai

Novosibirsk,

str. Sacco and Vanzetti, 31/1

Tel: +7 (960) 7991000 or +7 (913)

9026504 

www.chikai.ru 
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Our showcase for paintings, drawings and design work by the most creative tattooists on the planet. 
This month Christian Jacobsen, Frontline Tattoo Studio (Australia).
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to :
Private View, Total Tattoo Magazine, PO Box 10038, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 7WL, UK
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W
hen most of us think about tattooing in Japan we

don’t immediately think of a bright, colourful,

neon-lit shopping mall. Yet this is exactly where

successful studio Tokyo Hard Core is based. Unlike many

shops and bars in central Tokyo, it is well signposted and

easy to find, and on the day of our visit – during the Golden

Week national holiday, when hordes of local office workers

take full advantage of the chance to shop – it provided an

oasis of calm in the midst of heaving crowds. One of Tokyo

Hard Core’s resident artists, Nobu, took a break from

tattooing to sit down with us and share his thoughts on

tattoos and tattooing in Japan today.

Tokyo Hard Core has been open for ten years, and Nobu has been working there for the last

two years. The team comprises three full-time artists and sometimes a carefully selected

guest artist. Tokyo Hard Core takes pride in attending to the finer details of customer

service, including the provision of a relaxed and comfortable waiting area and a private

tattooing room. There is also a very impressive equipment preparation and storage area. 

This feeling of respect for the art, the artist and the customer is a common thread that

seems to run through everything here.

Nobu, what is your philosophy regarding the process of tattooing, and

what do you enjoy most about being a tattooist?

I believe the process of tattooing is an intimate and personal thing, and people should see

tattoos as a private art collection on their body. Tattooing has such a varied history –

including negative associations such as gangs and crime, and being viewed as ‘low’ culture –

but I hope to see it continue to get more credit as an art form. I am happiest when people

come to me and ask me to draw them something creative and unique. Once I have been

given the subject matter, I am glad when they trust me to make the best tattoo I can.

Do you have a preferred style or specialism?

I don’t have just one style. I love to tattoo many different kinds of work and I see my

flexibility as one of my strengths. My favourite subject matter is imagery that is dark, maybe

evil looking and sometimes grotesque.

Interview by Al Overdrive 

Pictures Al Overdrive and Nobu
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Before I made this trip, I was advised

to cover my tattoos when I was out

in public in Japan. How do you think

the majority of Japanese people view

tattoos? Do they still have the

gangster and criminal associations

that they have had in the past?

Most people here still think tattoos are a sign

that you are a bad or dangerous person. For

the majority, they are still a socially

unacceptable thing. This country can be very

conservative so, even in a place as progressive

as Tokyo, I will usually cover my sleeve when

I’m out and about so as not to risk causing

offence. But more and more people are

starting to see tattooing as part of Japan’s

history and culture – sometimes even

fashionably so – and I think opinions are

definitely starting to change a little with this

generation.

I’ve been told that Western tourists

are perhaps less harshly judged.

What advice would you give to the

visitor who has visible tattoos?

Don’t carry drugs! No, only kidding… But

you’re right. Tourists won’t be treated the

same as a heavily-tattooed Japanese person.

They will probably get talked about, and

people will be curious and want to look

(though they will be respectful). But if you

were coming here to work and live as part of

the society, I think this would be different, and

it would be hard.

Yes, when I was in a café in Harijuku

and I rolled up my shirtsleeve, I

could see people trying to look at my

tattoos, but at the same time trying

not to offend me by being too

obvious about it. Our translator

laughed because everybody within

earshot was commenting on the

‘brightly coloured arm of the

foreigner’. What has it been like for

you, with the shop being in such a

central part of the city?

We haven’t had any problems here. Maybe

Koenji, our sub-district, is a little different

from some other places. Here, people seem

more curious than distrustful.
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What sort of people come to the

shop for tattoos? Are they mostly

younger people?

Yes, I do have mostly younger clients. It’s

probably because I am also young and they

feel it is easy to approach me. There is no

pressure for me to pretend to be an old

master of the art [laughs].

What are your main influences in

tattooing ?

I find inspiration in almost all visual art –

classical, modern and contemporary. At

university my focus was on contemporary

painting, so this has been the greatest

influence on how I make a tattoo look. I also

like to read; I find words are creative and

produce so many images in my head – often

more powerful than an action movie! As a

typical Japanese person I am also heavily

inspired by Manga comics.

In the West we are aware of

legendary Japanese tattooists such

as Horiyoshi III and their

contributions to the international

scene. What is your own view of

Japanese tattooing?

These days many more Japanese artists are

travelling all over the world and this is

certainly having an influence. I think the tattoo

industry in Japan is well-balanced – a mixture

of the conservative and the progressive. The

artists who do the traditional Japanese style of

work strive to preserve it; and there are

others who respect this, but instead wish to

take their own work further to create

something new and different. There are also

artists who try to do something in between

and this is what keeps the balance. For me, it’s

all good because I get to see so many different

styles of tattooing and there’s always

something new.
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Do you feel it’s important for people

to expand their minds through

international travel? 

Yes! People can’t progress or grow without

exploring the world beyond their own area. If

you stay in your studio every day you won’t

experience new things. There are so many

tremendous tattoo artists out there but, sadly,

I feel Japan is lagging behind. We need to go

out and see the world more. 

What are your thoughts on the

future of tattooing in Japan?

I hope – and believe – that Japanese tattooing

has a bright and positive future. It’s very hard

to overcome the deep negative stereotypes

that have been applied to tattooed people

here. Yes, a criminal can go and get a tattoo,

but a tattoo doesn’t make a person a criminal!

But people are becoming more educated in

the history and art of tattooing, and I think

they are smart enough to see that it has long

been a part of human culture and is not to be

feared.

When you tell people you are a

tattooist, how do they react?

Mostly, they are just curious. Tattooing rarely

appears in the media so people know very

little about it, which means they always have

lots of questions for me. Also, many people are

pleasantly surprised when they see how

creative and beautiful tattoos can be. I think

tattooists in Japan are viewed more as

technicians and craftspeople than as artists.

This is because of the artisan image associated

with the old school tattooists.

Finally, if someone comes from

abroad to get tattooed in your

studio and wants to do the tourist

thing, what do you recommend?

Definitely Sky Tower, which is the tallest tower

in Japan (and we have many tall towers!). It

only opened recently. I also recommend

shopping. Tokyo is very good for this. And I

think tourists should visit the Meiji Jingu

shrine too, which is a good place to take a

break from shopping. Finally, the food! It’s one

of the best things in Japan. It’s hard not to find

something good to eat here.

www.tokyohardcore.jp
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Ink & Iron is the UK's longest running tattoo show, having

opened its doors for the first time way back in 1994, and it

confirms that deep-seated connection between bikers and

tattoos. But you don’t have to ride a bike to enjoy this

convention.

This is a day-long event and it has a real fun feel to it. I must say I can’t think of a better way of

spending a Sunday than meeting up with friends, getting some ink and doing some shopping, then

setting off for home with my batteries recharged ready for another week at work. And it

certainly is a full day, celebrating the talents of over sixty (mostly local-ish, Midlands-based)

artists.

This year the judging took place on a small stage in the centre of the hall. It started from the

moment the doors opened and ran pretty much all day; there was almost always a queue of

people eager to show off their ink to the three judges. For seasoned showgoers this is an unusual

format, with people being seen as and when they come to the stage and not being called up in

categories (so, for instance, the judges may have just marked a full colour bodysuit, then next up

will be a small black and grey piece). Speaking to people who had entered their tattoos, the

feeling was that this added an extra buzz because you didn’t know who you were up against –

which, to be honest, was quite refreshing. Only at the end of the day, when the category winners

were announced, did everyone know the final outcome.

So if you were not getting fresh ink for yourself, what else could you do at Ink & Iron? Well, I

wandered freely between the tattooing booths, the retail stalls, and the food hall (okay, and the

bar). And with the fine Spring weather and the Edgbaston reservoir next door, it was good to be

able to stroll outside too. In the car park there was a variety of customised cars and vans, as well

as a display of motorbikes that changed throughout the day with the ebb and flow of convention

attendees arriving and departing on their awe-inspiring machines.

ink & iron
tattoo convention

Words and Photos by Neil Dalleywater

1.

2.

3.

4.

1. the iron

2. lis by sofie simpson, 

spear studio

3. the iron, with music

4. sofie simpson tattooing

5. shane by big al, 

big al’s tattoo studio

6. oliver by max, southmead tattoo

7. the entertainment

8. margret by dawnii, 

painted lady tattoo parlour

9. keith by dean ottley, maxx tattoo



There is, in some quarters, a peculiar sort of

snobbery that says the tattoos that bikers

wear are sub-standard... but year after year 

Ink & Iron dispels this myth, with the

organisers inviting high quality artists, and the

showgoers sporting fine artwork – from the

bold colours of Leah Moule (Spear Studio) to

the subtle and lifelike portraits of Ronnie

Goddard (Blood Sweat & Pain). Noticeably,

there were lots of skulls on show – a solid

tattoo image that was reflected on many a

body part and in the custom paint jobs in the

car park too.

Wandering the booths and leafing through the

many portfolios, something struck me. It took

me a while, but I finally put my finger on what

it was.  I was certainly seeing the influence of

Leah Moule and Jo Harrison in many of these

designs but, more than anyone, it was the

work of Dawnii from Painted Lady Tattoo

Parlour that some how seemed to have

entered the psyche of local artists. The more I

looked, the more I could see elements of this

talented lady's style. Of course none of these

other artists’ pieces were a direct copy of her

work, but I think maybe I was seeing a

5.

7.

8. 9.

6.
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subconscious lean towards her style, a homage if you like, such are her skills on both skin and

canvas. Dawnii would be the last person to acknowledge this, but I think she has become a bit 

of a folk hero on the Midlands tattoo scene.

Throughout the day the main stage saw a flow of activity. Live music was supplied by the Toy

Hearts, a personal favourite of mine, belting out their own unique musical style where blue grass

meets swing. (It was with some sadness that I realised this might have been my last chance to see

them for quite some time as they are heading off to work in Austin, Texas.) We also had our ears

melted by Sidewinder, a glam rock band, with their collection of classics. Between these sets

there were two performances from Slinky Sparkles, the burlesque dancer, shaking her tassels

with much gusto. There was also a tattoo parade, where members of the public came up and

showed off their ink on stage.

Prize giving took place at 6.30pm, but the venue stayed open until 8.00pm, allowing people to

catch up and carry on enjoying the day and artists to finish off their last few strokes of the 

tattoo machine.

I find that each convention I attend leaves me with a particular feeling or an abiding memory.

What will stay with me from Ink & Iron 2013 is the sense of fun and the relaxed ambience.

This is a truly great show that always delivers exactly what it says on the tin: a love of ink and

iron. Long may it continue!

10.

11. 12.

13. 14. 15.

10. jess by isobel stevenson, 

skinny’s ink

11. bryoni by bobby leach, 

southmead tattoo

12. ste by dean ottley, 

maxx tattoo

13. naomi by ladislav hacel, 

alone in the dark ink

14. davey by charlotte, the ink shack

15. more great music
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E
dward Staples’ journey into tattoo was not

one that you would wish upon anybody.

Everything he’s achieved has come through

his strength of character and his determination –

not just to be a tattooist, but also to create

something of value within tattooing and a legacy

for the future. But he would never claim to have

done this all on his own. In Ed’s case, the old

saying ‘behind every successful man there is a

good women’ rings especially true. His wife Jen

has been a pillar of strength. And their son

Lincoln has given them both an extra reason to

drive forward together. 

Interview: James Sandercock 

Pictures: James Sandercock and Edward Staples
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Ed is currently based in Edinburgh, at the

second incarnation of his beloved Den of

Iniquity Tattoo Parlour, a project that is

very dear to his heart. As the late winter

sun pours through the large windows of

the shop’s waiting area – styled like 

a cosy living room – Ed is slumped in a

leather armchair, mug of tea in hand. Life

is obviously good and there is no place he

would rather be.

We begin by chatting a little about the

shop’s history. “After all the aggravation

and grief of becoming a tattooer in the

first place, and then getting a shop, I just

wanted to make sure I was building

something for the future. It was an

opportunity to show people what I could

really do. The first shop was on a very

tight budget. Jen was pregnant at the

time, and it was all done on next to

nothing. But now, just two years later, we

have this. We’ve done what we said we’d

do; we’ve worked hard and we’ve put our

minds to it. In tattooing there are a lot of

people who focus on things that are none

of their business, but we just care about

what we are creating here.”

“My first five years in tattooing, which

included a disastrous apprenticeship, were

a waste. In fact it’s hard sitting here and

thinking about all the time I put into

trying to do this. But I realised it was in

my own hands, and I started to learn just

by teaching myself, reading books, and

talking with friends who were already

tattoo artists. I put all those bits of

information together, building up the

knowledge that would really help me in

the long run. And once I had that

knowledge, things began to change. In the

last five years it has really come together

and I feel I can now do something with

the skills I have acquired.”
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Many young artists set out to make a

name for themselves by working in an

established shop that already has a good

reputation (a route that involves a lot less

responsibility and is a lot less time

consuming than starting your own

business). I wondered if Ed had ever

considered doing this? “It was never the

way I wanted to go. Not that I wouldn’t

recommend it – everybody is different –

but it wasn’t for me. I believe that

because I didn’t have very much help at

the beginning I don’t need to ask for any

help now. I’d rather do it on my own,

through my own hard work. I’ve built my

reputation and my business from scratch.

It’s nice to have people that I could ask for

help, but for me to feel as though I’ve

really achieved something, I really need to

have done it on my own.” 
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Ed has a very clear vision of the shop and

its purpose. “It’s for my family’s future. My

son did not ask to be here, so the only

decent thing to do is provide for him. And

if that means I have to bust my bollocks,

then so be it. You can be an amazing

tattoo artist with a fantastic reputation,

but that will last perhaps only a few years.

Or you can build a shop with a fantastic

reputation. That can last a lifetime.

Longevity is my aim. It’s important that I

create something that can stand on its

own two feet even if I’m not working

here.” For Ed, the reputation of his shop

is of paramount importance. “I want

people to know that if they come into

this building they will be treated with

respect and get a good tattoo. We don’t

jump on people when they walk through

the door. They can have a cup of tea, look

around and talk to some folk. And they

can get the vibe that their artist might

actually know what they are talking

about. We want to help people make

good choices… and I think it’s going OK

so far.”

In terms of Ed’s tattooing, his heart lies in traditional work and he definitely subscribes

to the philosophy that ‘less is more’. In typically understated Staples fashion he tells me

how this came to pass. “At the beginning I honestly didn’t have any kind of education

regarding tattooing styles, but as soon as I saw traditional I just wanted to have a go at

it and see if I could do something like that. From there on in, it’s just been a natural

progression. In fact currently my work is going through a period of change once again,

but I’m finding it quite confusing because it’s not conscious! I look at drawings that I

have done, even in the recent past, and I say to myself, ‘that’s just not simple enough,

there are still too many lines, too much shading’. I always think in terms of how

anything I draw will sit on someone’s skin as a finished tattoo, with all the criteria that a

tattoo has to fulfill – ageing, etc. Keeping things simple, with strong lines and two or

three colours, is all that is needed to do my work justice.”
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Interestingly, although there would seem to be endless

reference material for traditional tattoos, this latest

development is taking Ed away from all that. This is

something he is feeling very positive about. “It’s quite

exciting! When I’m painting at the moment it’s just

coming straight from my head, steering me away from

the standard traditional work you see around, and

making it more unique… more me I suppose. Of

course I’ve had to go through the process of repetition

to get to this point, drawing the same images again and

again and again. You have to do that. I like to be able to

draw anything I need for a tattoo without needing

reference.”

Ed has a fire in his belly. It’s plain to see that he is

utterly dedicated to tattooing and to the Den Of

Iniquity. It’s probably fair to say that he is a workaholic,

but when you see what he has created – and the pride

that he has in it – you realise that this is a necessary

character trait for him to have. As he says, “I have to

make sure that I am productive. It’s a bit of a

compulsive disorder. I have to be painting, drawing or

tattooing.”

For Ed, one of the greatest pleasures of having his own

shop is being able to invite guest artists to work with

him. “The shop is gaining a really good reputation and

this has encouraged more guests to come and spend

time with me, which is lovely. It always creates a great

vibe and of course it’s a way for me to learn and

progress.” The other side of that particular coin is that

it’s beneficial to get away from your own familiar

environment once in a while, to step out of your

comfort zone. With this in mind, Ed himself also enjoys

being a guest artist. “I like to do a few guest spots up

and down the country, and hang out with folk I enjoy

having a cup of tea with. I also like to do conventions. I

tend to head back to the same ones in the UK, and a

couple in Europe. I’ve met some nice

people and I’ve made some good

friends.”

As for the future, Ed has irons in

several fires. He has a book of designs

near to completion and a project with

jewellery company House of

Wonderland on the go. Travel is high

on his agenda, which has entailed

overcoming his childhood fear of

flying...  But he is never one to rush

into anything or spread himself too

thin; he focuses on what he really

wants to achieve. In fact, with the right

motivation and if he truly puts his

mind to it, it seems there isn’t much

that Ed can’t make happen. He is a

self-made man who, by the force of his

own will and a lot of hard graft, has

created a life worth living. 

www.facebook.com/DenofIniq

uityTattooandPiercingParlour
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To find your nearest stockist, simply e-mail your

postcode to vickyb@warnersgroup.co.uk and we’ll let

you know who sells it in your area.

Alternatively you can subscribe and save money on the

cover price. Call free to our subscription hotline on

0800 917 8794 or visit our website at

www.totaltattoo.co.uk to find out how.

If you have a tattoo studio you can sell Total Tattoo

magazine on a sale or return basis. If you would like to

find our more about this unique service, simply e-mail

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk and we will send you the

details.
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What makes you happy?

Tattooing, painting, Sandra, my family and friends. Music, crime novels,

the coast, countryside, old man pubs – oh, and Phil Collins.  

What makes you angry?

Closed-minded, ignorant and rude people. Reality tv shows. But it takes

quite a lot to make me angry really – I'm pretty easy going. 

What was the last book you read?

The Prophet by Ethan Cross. Awesome book. Would recommend it to

anyone.  

What was the last movie you saw?

A drunken night recently ended with me and some friends watching

Human Traffic and drinking bucks fizz. Good times.  

What pets do you have?

Rod (a chinchilla) at the moment. Hopefully a dog in the near future.  

What would you eat for your last meal on earth?

Pizza and a side of pulled pork, with a dandelion and burdock.  

If you won the lottery what is the first thing you would

buy?

Probably some more tattoo machines. And a VW split screen panel van.

Who would play you in the movie of your life?

Hopefully it would be Ralph Fiennes or Bill Nighy, but it's more likely to

be Nicolas Cage. He's the only person who would take on a script that

bad.   

What song would be the soundtrack to your life?

Not For Want Of Trying by Maybeshewill. All of their songs would make

great film soundtracks.  

What would your super power be?

When I was young I always thought it would be great to draw things

and have them come to life, like in Penny Crayon. To this day I still think

that would be pretty cool.  

What achievement are you most proud of?

The fact that I've managed to make tattooing my career. I know I'm very

lucky to get to do something I love every day, but I've worked hard and

paid my dues to get there.  

What is your biggest regret?

I don't really have any. Life’s too short.  

What keeps you awake at night?

Too much coffee would be a fair guess. That's probably a good thing

though, because it’s when I do most of my drawing.

What is the best lesson life has taught you?

Be careful with pizza. If it's too hot it will destroy the roof of your

mouth.  

How would you like to be remembered?

As a friendly and honest guy.  

What is your favourite tattoo that you have done and

why?

A horseshoe I did on Jody (who I work with). Honoured to tattoo a

piece on her that meant so much.  

Finish this sentence: 

Jamie is…

shy and awkward and doesn't change when he's drunk. 

mugshot
We ask tattooists some probing questions and encourage 

them to reveal a different side of themselves!  

This month

Jamie Greaves
Real Art Tattoo

Next Month 
Soap - Lab Monkey Tattoo

Get your own Total Tattoo Mug from www.totaltattoo.co.uk
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